
a warm baby is a happy baby

        
 Out for a stroll?

        
 Out for a walk?
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Base Layer:

Tip! °F

Second Layer:

Outer Layer:

Bodysuit – cotton, 
bamboo or merino 
are all good.

Socks.

Trousers

Sweater

A thin hat

Booties

Wind jacket

Base Layer:

Second Layer:

Outer Layer:

Merino wool 
bodysuit/top

When you layer with wool, make sure 
not to put any other fabric between the 
skin and the wool, it destroys the warm-
ing and wicking effect of the wool. Use 
merino wool to prevent itching.

Everyone knows to dress in layers when it’s cold. But the 
wrong layers will defeat the purpose. How do you dress your 

baby to be comfy and warm all winter long?

Tip!
Make sure the layers aren’t too tight. 
That will push out the warm pockets of 
air, and defeat the purpose.

www.ellaswool.com

Merino wool 
tights/long johns

Pants

sweater

neck warmer

Thin to medium 
warm hat

Thin mittens

Wind jacket

Shoes/booties
Base Layer:

Second Layer:

Outer Layer:

If your baby is going to sleep outside when 
its cold, put a nice and warm sheepskin in 
the bottom of stroller. Then put a down sleep-
ing bag for strollers on top. 

Never ever cover the stroller completely with 
blankets. Make sure the air can circulate 
freely.

Check regularly that you baby isn't too warm 
or too cold.

Babies should not be carried against strong 
or chilly wind. Remember to put on hat, mit-
tens and booties when it's below °F 55.

Babies stay warmer in baby carriers (like the 
ones from Ergo or Baby Björn) than in stroll-
ers or seat, but be careful that no skin is 
exposed between socks and pants. 

Feel babies’ hands and feet regularly to check 
if they’re cold. If their hands are pink or red, 
put on mittens.

Merino wool 
bodysuit/top

Merino wool 
tights/long johns

Thick wool trousers

Thick wool sweater

neck warmer

Thick hat

Mittens

Thick jacket/
snowsuit
Winter boots
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Tip!
Synthetics can be useful in the outer layer, but should be avoided in the base layer.

Tip!
Always bring a 

blanket in case the 

temperature drops 
and a wind jacket 
in case the wind 

picks up.

SKIN
CREAM

Lotion
A fatty skin cream or lorion on exposed skin will help keep it warm

Tip!
Feel your baby’s 

upper back and neck 
to check if she’s too 
warm. If it’s sweaty 
and hot, take away 

a layer.


